
If a Penny Saved is a Penny Earned, What is a Customer Saved?

CASE STUDY - SAVING CUSTOMERS ONE AT A TIME ADDS UP.
“Saving customers on the backend is more than just extending the trial offer.  That just delays the inevitable.  It 
requires sales techniques and listening skills to remind the customer of why they bought it in the first place.”

Ben Franklin said, “A penny saved is a penny earned.”  From 

the perspective of a pocketbook or a balance sheet the relationship 

between a penny saved and a penny earned is very linear.  A saved 

penny from your expense line is typically an additional penny of 

profit.  However, in the world of customers and markets a customer 

saved is more than a customer earned.  Every business has to 

deal with customers who want to return the product or are 

dissatisfied with the service they received.  If and how that 

customer is saved can mean the difference between a satisfied and 

a dissatisfied customer.  

Customers talk.  As a result, every marketer knows, a satisfied 

customer is marketing gold and a dissatisfied customer is the 

marketing equivalent of toxic waste.  Satisfied customers help build 

brand reputation and a strong brand reputation impacts your 

marketing efforts on a number of levels.  Dissatisfied customers do 

just the opposite.  Maybe you are one of the lucky companies or 

marketers that already has a strong brand reputation and an army 

of satisfied customers but if you are like most, you are trying to 

build this or even if you have already accomplished this then you 

are still looking for ways to enhance both your reputation and the 

ranks of satisfied customers.  Before you can increase your ranks of 

satisfied customers you must first hold on to as many of your 

current customers as you can.  The great thing about focusing on 

these customers is you know exactly who they are.  They are the 

ones calling you to return their product.  How are you handling 

these customers?  Are you just writing these customers off as a 

cost of doing business with the idea that this is just one customer?  

If so, you could be missing some marketing gold as evidenced by 

the experience of one of our clients.

Problem:

Major DR campaign was achieving a lower than expected save 

rate.  They were losing too many customers on a continuity program 

and it was hurting their bottom line.  More importantly, they knew 

what the product could do and did not believe the customer was 

giving the product time or using it correctly.  The incumbent call 

center along with our client’s own internal center was relying too 

much on the trial extension to save the sale.  They were not 

listening to the customer’s concerns, then tailoring the solution to 

those concerns and saving the sale.  Save rates were fluctuating 

around 26% and the client needed to get it closer to 35%.  

Campaign managers had made efforts to improve performance in 

the past but were finding it difficult.  In assessing the problem, Will 

Fritcher, VP of Sales, who not only has experience in direct 

response but extensive experience in customer service operations 

with a number of Fortune 100 companies noted, “Saving customers 

on the backend is more than just extending the trial offer.  That just 

delays the inevitable.  It requires sales techniques and listening 

skills to remind the customer of why they bought it in the first 

place.”  Most customer service oriented shops lack a sales skill set 

and culture.  As a result it was not a surprise that attempts to 

improve save rates often came up short or were short-lived. 

Solution:

OCI used agents hired and trained for sales to staff the 

customer service desk.  Agents were given additional training 

adapted for this specific campaign because it was oriented towards 

a “save the sale” customer interaction.  Training and subsequent 

coaching of the agents focused uniquely on the customer at the 

other end of the phone and why the customer wanted to return the 

product.  OCI supervisors and managers coached each agent to 

listen to their concerns, uncover the initial reasons for originally 

purchasing the product and then matched product benefits with 

those underlying needs.  In many instances, saving the sale is not 

much different than making the initial sale, however, it is more 

consultative focused rather than close focused.  Agents were 

trained to move away from the one size fits all approach and looked 

for solutions that matter for each customer.  

Result:

DR Campaign saw save rates go from around 26% to 35% 

resulting in a net gain of $50,000 per month in save revenue alone.  

This equates to around $600k in annual revenue from the first 

month of the save alone and does not include revenue from 

additional months the customer spent on the continuity program or 

additional revenue generated from the additional ranks of satisfied 

customers.  Saving customers, one at a time really does adds up 

with the right approach and the right partner.  A customer saved is 

definitely more than a customer earned.


